I understand this type of exegesis to be a common and necessary element of the becoming-professional schema and a fine opportunity to open up, enhance, and elucidate a visual work. Yet (from the middle of the earth where my office is located) I also register it as an ineffectual endeavor for a few reasons. To start with, the fact that I spend most of my time in a production mode which levels up all sorts of categories but the one marked "eloquence" is secondary to the realization that when it comes to things that are as aggressive in their day to day mutations as the aforementioned films are, my understanding can't always catch up. There is also a reflexivity lag in both retrospective and prospective glances; Fever was finished three years ago, Rattle is still in production.
The other hitch is that, since I let my trickster side freely play with styles and narratives for a video, it would be almost too easy to let that attitude leak into using words to either cut something down a size or shamelessly inflate and camouflage a lesser original intent.
Recourse to honesty is dubitable at all points so my strategy here will be to foreground a self-seeking rhetoric geared toward salvage and fleeting introspection rather than exhaustive analysis. Flowing from this is a sinuous writing style that touches on attitudes and thoughts as they bring themselves up and pools around loose themes. around a core of anxiety -pleasure for dread's sake, that sort of thing. It is not wrong to think this. It could also happen that these videos could be so particular to a subjectivity that they actually interests no one, like when you tell your best friend a bewildering intimate dream and they yawn with disinterest. The audience I imagine consists of anyone with an Internet connection. This is my default attitude because as a teen in a backward country it is how I accessed rare, weird, and undistributed materials or films which permeated and influenced some of my own making-patters. … Sometimes, after my own brain has japed the moralizing stick on me, I think I should make something more… like...useful but at this point my need to hold up a style mirror to the world and see in it a twisted but equally fitting reflection supersedes making an overt work about issues and grabbable histories. This is why I think all three films are in a way foolishly optimistic works and can easily finish as tea party consumables for a wintery day. But all is fine for at the end my thesis is just another place where, I suspect, we never meet, but, in a bout of optimism, could.
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FEVER
It presents itself as a combustible array of sparkly ornaments, insects and animals.
Lace has history, the glove has history, the doily used to be a treasured thing. Colonial, bourgeoisie, kitsch, maybe, but precious things nevertheless: marbles, porcelain, mannerisms and customs, pressing flowers in French novels and drinking rose colored tea. And then there's "the abject", the bugs, the toothy nature, the hints of the visceral.
Fever holds together both frills and bug goo by the equal fascination they can produce. It is also pushing a non-commitment to one facet, or rather iteration, of an object/event.
This last sentence in translation means that I have trouble getting over the paralysis of deciding even the smallest things, such as, the color of a house I want in a video. So, this time, I used all the options I had. Five houses, five structures, five backgrounds-similarly framed but cutting into each other as if fighting for supremacy over attention. Same with some of the other things. Variability of indexical references aside, the film also has an overlaid translucent pellicle of strobic color/shape textures which makes it so that with every paused frame the image is vastly different than the previous. When the video plays this is not noticed and all the frames blend into each other.
More importantly, Fever is a film about leaving things aflutter and documenting what they do. When editing previous films I did on occasion feel that when objects are placed in proximity to each other, or fragments of footage are sprinkled on a timeline, they tend to combine as if under a foreign will. I think of it as the ouija board effect of filmmaking -you know you are subjected to a psychological trick but it still feels like the occult. Maybe that's where I would also place the "film magic" that people talk about, but you can't read the future in a coffee cup. Cats and grandmothers can though. invitation with the possibility of some scary RSVPs ---something like a tea party between a storybook, a projector, bug husks, rocks, furniture etc.
The Romanian band Environments produced the sound for Murmur and would not accept any money for it knowing I wasn't financially well off and even though they were not either.
"There are no bad mixes, there are only people unprepared to listen" they said.
Much Love. overcome. Thus, a nation of hustlers who elbow their way towards decent living rather than demand it as a right. My friends and I share perpetual awe at the fact that we are alive despite the stupid stuff we did and the dangers we exposed ourselves to. The fact that the bankrupt default education we received didn't eviscerate our minds is also miraculous, not that it left us completely unscathed. In Romania, the movement towards "modernization" produced surreal mixes of archaic and hypermodern elements. It's the sense of this juxtaposition and the inherent paradoxes that I wanted to preserve when I first started to record images. The camera didn't create a break with the real, it only mirrored the disenfranchised way we already navigated an absurd and brutish environment. We had other tools for escapism. image, a faulty frame might convert others to faultiness, the software pulls in some direction, rules change, itineraries modify, the destination becomes opaque. The preplanned things never work out but I don't expect them to either, or rather I hope for and depend upon their failure because that's how phosphorescent new routes appear.
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So I really want to say that I only curated Rattle, and that it made itself somehow and it's not at all mine -a side effect of working in solitude but with the feeling of encountering agency from the things themselves, so that, as if processed through a black-box, the way that the final render-output looks is a bit of a mystery.
My job it is to snap all the distortion to a video plane.
Your job might be to find the subject position already inserted into the work.
Which might be a little scary because this particular one is not comfortably curated towards intelligibility. This is why: it mimics the camera movements of a first-person
shooter game yet is un-passable as real gameplay because of most other things aside POV. The clumsiness of its modeling and the strangeness of the transitions would cause any current gamer to squint in disbelief, even the ones that, like myself, love games like the world, the gestural intertextuality, the various signs, the perceptive and surface qualities of objects -that is the real play. The generative quality comes in when the normative expectations of something are at odds with the thing's form. Like when you think you are observing a certain mode of movement logic and then realize that you are in a habitat that is really for other things not for yourself/myself specifically. It was fun to play with limits and limitations of the software and the constructed land.
Traditional filmmaking almost never requires the construction of full spaces. Set designers and carpenters build only the portion of the set that will appear within the frame but with 3D worlds one can build miles of navigable landscape. This is appealing for me because I have no money for building anything IRL 6 and it also sustains my desire for superfluous and surreal objects. I recognize that I have a propensity to make selfcontained worlds -this I blame on reading of Jules Verne -and at the same time I find it very pleasing to disrupt whatever comfort "the box" 7 might offer. The structure of Rattle might be that of a row of apertures, of beginnings. I think this film can be five hours long 6 In Real Life 7 Sandbox Game --generic term for a type of game in which the player has quite a bit of freedom to explore and choose her own path. Any game has box--like parameters, just ask the render engine.
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and it still would not get to an end because the object of desire in the film is unattainable and illusory. Maybe I was thinking about this too a little bit, this weird stubborn search for anything whatever.
" how do you make choices? " I find one core sensation, mental scape, fascination and let visual forms fawn around that.
" how do you make choices? "
Trial and error. Like I made Murmur three times before this. There is almost nothing left of the original but its vibe. The images were too illustrative and storytelly and the 2d/3d
composites I was making looked quite unrefined.
" how do you make choices? " " how do you make choices? " " how do you make choices? "
As mentioned in some of the abstracts above I don't make logically sequenced choices.
The point is not to prioritize; the point is letting all variables jostle with each other until one sticks to the ceiling of exhaustion. Then another and so on. What I have to do is be temperamentally aligned with this procession and focus on sensation, energy, and rhythm. The limitations of my hard skills also have a pull, as any objectively un-fully realized patch of 3D has to have a subjective compensation to restore its effectiveness.
Least importantly I also make choices by shying away from deja-vu experimental film codes, as I understand them, because I like my second-hands to be of some quality.
When I was younger my brother and I used to run down steep mountain paths. The feeling of suspension we got from jumping on an incline was intoxicating enough that we trusted some basic and self-preserving functions of our brains to do the instinctual decision for how our feet would safely land and re-propel us forth. Maybe it's kind of like that.
" how do you make choices?"
18 MYTHOLOGY A few weeks ago I was in LA, interviewing for a job at a fancy University. For my artist talk I included a seven minute silent clip of Rattle. At the Q and A someone asked me to speak more about "personal mythologies". I must have had that written down in an artist statement somewhere since it rolls of the tongue nicely, but put on the spot I couldn't do much but mutter and roll it under the carpet. Not because it's BS but because it's a large question, one with many subtle threads that are hard to weave into a clean-cut-answer. Here is the <personal> aspect.
After the rain I found a big snail in the middle of the street. I picked them (snails are hermaphrodites ) up to transport them to safety but by the time I reached vegetation I was too curious about their behavior to let them go. They kept looking at me all this time, and coiling around my fingers, a very un-skittish snail, unlike the ones I played with before.
So I took them home and named them Orlando, after a friend of mine whom called himself "the magic snail" and presented me with manifold snail themed knickknacks, including a glass pin which I still have. My friend, the human, crafted this identity for himself on some structure of "slow and wise" selfdom. But we all inhabited characters.
Two or three for the day and many more for the night manifestations of drunken roleplaying and white online nights.
Then it was my last year of college and my room was traced with slime from a thousand tiny baby snails and my friend drowned in a lake in France that summer. Not Magic Snail, another friend. This other friend had a dream about phosphorescent snails and said that humans are like snails, you try to get them out of your room but you can't, they leave behind "trace gluiante d'escargot" French not his.
The Butterfly Card is from a flamboyant poem I wrote in college for a silly class. Then my friend used it in a film of hers where this guy was on drugs and it made sense and now pink juices are a thing in our universes.
Lots of butterflies left their pink juices on my windshield today
Going 90 on the road, 30 on the freeway
Free from tyranny of sentiment
Caring not for causalities.
Direction is irrelevant, moving on
Chin up, hopes down, eyes brken.
And so on. And so on.
Beyond the mythology part I added a bit of intertextuality, as is tradition. The Blue Cat mask has appeared in two other films of mine, in some photos, and is often part my Halloween costume. Same goes for White Rabbit. They become pleasurable, friendly, companion little gods, defenders against the attrition of the mind and the wear-out of daily routines.
We could dig this Personal Mythology hole 'till the other side of the planet but I think it's important to specify that I do not pretend that any of this last information matters for the film's reception overall. I do however like to think that when things truly carry a symbolic charge under the immediate surface, that weight can be felt without having to be ex-plicated at all by the author or someone else. I know that my films can't be everybody's everythings but I hope that at least they have aperture, some aspect of an invitation. What they have in common for me is a foregrounding of the futility of attempting to fix the ground, of locking into coherence both the immediate and the distant. In a more mundane way, they have also been an education, not only in the becoming-professional sense, but also in expanding my thinking capabilities and speculative powers and, at last, they have been something to try and grow eloquent about. 
